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Abstract

The mechanism of intra-protein communication and allosteric coupling is key to understanding the structure-property
relationship of protein function. For subtilisin Carlsberg, the Ca2+-binding loop is distal to substrate-binding and active sites,
yet the serine protease function depends on Ca2+ binding. The atomic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of apo and
Ca2+-bound subtilisin show similar structures and there is no direct evidence that subtilisin has alternative conformations.
To model the intra-protein communication due to Ca2+ binding, we transform the sequential segments of an atomic MD
trajectory into separate elastic network models to represent anharmonicity and nonlinearity effectively as the temporal and
spatial variation of the mechanical coupling network. In analogy to the spectrogram of sound waves, this transformation is
termed the ‘‘fluctuogram’’ of protein dynamics. We illustrate that the Ca2+-bound and apo states of subtilisin have different
fluctuograms and that intra-protein communication proceeds intermittently both in space and in time. We found that
residues with large mechanical coupling variation due to Ca2+ binding correlate with the reported mutation sites selected
by directed evolution for improving the stability of subtilisin and its activity in a non-aqueous environment. Furthermore,
we utilize the fluctuograms calculated from MD to capture the highly correlated residues in a multiple sequence alignment.
We show that in addition to the magnitude, the variance of coupling strength is also an indicative property for the
sequence correlation observed in a statistical coupling analysis. The results of this work illustrate that the mechanical
coupling networks calculated from atomic details can be used to correlate with functionally important mutation sites and
co-evolution.
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Introduction

During protein dynamics, the temporal and spatial couplings

between amino acids are governed by the atomic details encoded in

the sequence and protein’s environment. A critical outcome is that

ligand binding, chemical modification, and changes in solvent

conditions not only alter structures and thermal motions locally:

molecular signals can propagate through the protein matrix and

affect the properties of distal sites [1,2,3]. For subtilisin Carlsberg,

the Ca2+-binding loop in proximity to the N-terminal is distant to

the substrate-binding and active sites, yet the protease function and

stability depends on Ca2+ binding [4,5,6,7]. Allosteric coupling is a

ubiquitous mechanism by which protein functions are regulated and

coordinated in the cell [8,9,10]. Mechanistic understanding at the

molecular level, though, is still under development.

The classical induced-fit and population shift models highlight

two essential features of intra-protein communication: the

mechanical coupling (interaction energetics) between amino acids

and the ensemble distribution of protein structures [1,2,3].

According to the induced-fit theory, molecular signals at a site

induce local conformational changes and affect residues in the

next layer via mechanical coupling [1]. The propagation of

molecular signals may thus follow a sequential (stepwise) path

[11,12,13] and pathways of allosteric coupling may be defined

based on the contacted amino acids observed in a protein structure

[14,15,16,17,18]. The population shift model emphasizes that the

ensemble distribution of protein structures depends on ligand

binding or other forms of molecular signals [2], and the equilibria

between pre-existing conformations would shift as a result

[11,12,13]. The response of structural distribution is often non-

linear, leading to properties such as cooperative binding. It has

been shown in many examples that the population shift model can

be used to predict the thermodynamics of allosteric coupling and

protein stability [19,20].

The ensemble distribution of protein conformation can be

represented by the potential of mean forces (PMF) of the relevant

degrees of freedom used for structural description, such as the

positions of all heavy atoms and polar hydrogen. Other degrees of

freedom are considered averaged out according to statistical

mechanics [21,22]. The mean forces not only reflect the
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mechanical coupling network in protein structure, their integra-

tion also determines the ensemble distribution of protein

conformation. Therefore, variation in the mechanical coupling

network of protein structure due to molecular signals is linked to

allosteric coupling as well as the concomitant population shift.

Subtilisin Carlsberg is a serine protease widely used in industry and

protein engineering studies [4,5,6,7]. Similar to numerous enzymes

and signaling proteins, the functioning of subtilisin is regulated by

Ca2+. Subtilisin has a strong Ca2+-binding site with a dissociation

constant of ,100 nM and Ca2+ exhibits significant effects on stability

and folding kinetics [23,24]. The fold of an engineered construct

without the Ca2+-binding loop is very close to that of native subtilisin

[25], and there is no direct evidence of alternative structure. Ca2+-

mediated intra-protein communication in subtilisin may thus proceed

via local variation in the mechanical coupling network.

To test this hypothesis, we consider the anharmonicity and

nonlinearity of protein dynamics in an effective manner. First, we

recognize that the ensemble distribution of protein structures is

determined by the mechanical coupling between amino acids, and

shifts in the population of protein structures would reflect in the

variation of mechanical coupling network. As the PMF of protein

structure is extremely complex, modeling usually employs simplified

basis functions [21,22]. Here, we use an elastic network model (ENM)

[26,27] to approximate the distribution of protein structures. As the

structural distribution corresponding to an ENM is determined by

model parameters, we adjust the lengths and force constants of elastic

bonds to match the statistics of structural fluctuations collected in a

molecular dynamics (MD) simulation with explicit solvent [28]. The

atomic details encoded in the sequence and protein’s environment

are thus reflected in the values of model parameters. The simplicity of

harmonic potentials allows for the development of robust computa-

tional methods such as fluctuation matching for inverting structural

fluctuations into force constants [28,29], which we employ for all of

the calculations performed in this work.

To effectively represent the anharmonicity and nonlinearity in

protein dynamics, we compute separate ENM’s from the

sequential segments of a long MD trajectory to follow the time

evolution of the mechanical coupling network in subtilisin. In

analogy to the spectrogram of sound waves (temporal variation of

spectral density) widely used in the fields of linguistics and speech

recognition [30], we refer to the temporal variation of the

mechanical coupling network as ‘‘fluctuogram’’, which records the

choreography of protein dynamics.

We computed the fluctuograms of Ca2+-bound and apo subtilisin

from 100 ns all-atom MD trajectories in explicit water. The

calculated fluctuograms demonstrate that intra-protein communica-

tion proceeds intermittently both in space and in time. We found that

residues with large mechanical coupling variation due to Ca2+

binding significantly overlap with the gain-of-function mutation sites

reported in the directed evolution studies that aim to enhance the

stability and activity of subtilisin by random mutations and screening

[31,32,33,34,35,36]. Furthermore, we utilize the fluctuograms

calculated from atomic MD simulation to capture the highly

correlated residues in a multiple sequence alignment. In addition to

the strength of mechanical coupling, we show that the variance of

coupling strength is also an indicative property for the high sequence

correlation observed in a statistical coupling analysis [37,38]. Overall,

our results illustrate that the mechanical coupling networks and

fluctuograms calculated from atomic details can be used to correlate

with functionally important mutation sites and co-evolution.

Results

The native structure of subtilisin shown in Figure 1(a) has 17

segments of helices and sheets connected by loops and turns.

Subtilisin contains several commonly encountered right-handed

bab motifs and one rarely encountered left-handed bab motif (b2-

a3-b4), for which the b1–b2 loop (Asp32-Asp41) and the b2-a3

loop (Ser49-His63) cross each other as circled in Figure 1(a). We

name the loops and turns of subtilisin based on the structural

elements that they connect; i.e., the b1–b2 loop connects b1 and

b2. In the Ca2+-bound and apo trajectories of subtilisin, the time

evolution of Ca root-mean-square differences (RMSDs) show that

both Ca2+-bound and apo subtilisin remained close to the

reference X-ray structure with RMSDs ,1.5 Å (Figure S1).

We also calculate the RMSFs (root-mean-square fluctuation) of Ca

atoms to quantify their flexibility; values from the first 4 ns trajectory

are shown in Figure 1(c). Residues in loops and turns are more flexible

than those in rigid secondary structures as expected. A clear feature is

that apo subtilisin has higher RMSF’s in the Ca2+-binding loop

(Val71-Leu83) and around Asp41 (highlights in Figure 1(c)). The

negatively charged Asp41 in the b1–b2 loop (Asp32-Asp41) loop

coordinates with Ca2+ if present. The RMSF’s predicted via the Ca-

SC-ENM (SC;sidechain) are also shown in Figure 1(c) to illustrate

that the RMSF’s observed in all-atom MD are preserved at the

coarse-gain scale by using fluctuation-matched force constants.

To capture the anharmonicity and nonlinearity sampled in all-

atom MD simulations, in each of the sequential time windows of a

user-specified size, we calculate the bond lengths of a Ca-SC-ENM

as mean distances and the force constants by fluctuation matching

[28]. In analogy to the spectrogram of sound waves, the temporal

evolution of the Ca-SC-ENM is termed the ‘‘fluctuogram’’, which

records the choreography of protein dynamics. The window size

Dt is an adjustable parameter, which specifies the timescale with

which the Hamiltonian of a Ca-SC-ENM is used to approximate

the structural fluctuations of subtilisin. A small Dt gives high time

resolution but force constants are determined with a fewer number

of configurations. A larger Dt gives lower time resolution but the

force constants are determined with more configurations. Another

consideration is that Ca-SC-ENM becomes less representative for

configurations sampled in a longer MD segment, and we limit Dt
to a few ns for fluctuogram calculations. Over 100 ns atomic

trajectories, we employ a window size of 4 ns. Fluctuograms with

Dt = 2 ns or 10 ns are qualitatively similar (results not shown). We

Author Summary

A hallmark of protein molecules is their machine-like
behaviors while carrying out biological functions. At the
molecular level, molecular signals such as binding a metal
ion at an action site can cause long-range effects and alter
protein function. Such phenomena are often referred to as
intra-protein communication or allosteric coupling. Eluci-
dating the underlying mechanisms could lead to novel
discovery of molecular modulators to regulate protein
function in a more specific and effective manner. A long-
standing puzzle is the roles of the anharmonicity and
nonlinearity in protein dynamics. To incorporate these
characters in modeling intra-protein communication, we
devise a ‘‘fluctuogram’’ analysis to record the choreogra-
phy of allosteric coupling in an atomic molecular dynamics
simulation. We show that fluctuogram analysis can bridge
the results of physics-based simulation and sequence
alignment in bioinformatics by capturing the residues that
exhibit high correlation in a multiple sequence alignment.
We also show that the fluctuograms calculated from
atomic details have the potential to be applied as a tool to
select mutation sites for modulating protein function.

The Fluctuogram of Protein Dynamics
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also overlap the sequential time windows by Dt=2 to better resolve

the transitions around the timescale of Dt. In the following, we

characterize mechanical coupling variation and mechanisms of

intra-protein communication via fluctuograms.

The mechanical coupling network in subtilisin
The mechanical coupling between residues I and J is

represented by kIJ~
P

i[I ,j[J

kij , where i and j are the indices for

CG sites. Fluctuation matching determines the force constants

from the statistics of inter-site distances [28]. Differences in kIJ ’s

between Ca2+-bound and apo simulations for the first 4 ns are

shown in Figure 1. Many kIJ ’s in apo subtilisin are lower than

those in the Ca2+-bound state, even though the structures are close

to the initial X-ray structure and to each other.

The off-diagonal features in Figure 1(d) are due to tertiary

contacts, and a wide range of the values of force constants are

Figure 1. The structure and mechanical coupling network of subtilisin. (a) A ribbon representation of the X-ray structure of subtilisin (PDB
ID: 1OYV). The bound Ca2+ is shown in ball. The secondary structural elements are labeled and the residues of the catalytic triad are listed. A
sequential conformational change that represents a pathway of intra-protein communication induced by Ca2+ binding is shown via orange arrows.
(b) Residues exhibit significant mechanical coupling in subtilisin. Residues cover the upper-right half are colored red and those cover the lower-left
are colored green. (c) The root of mean square fluctuation (RMSF) of Ca atoms in Å calculated from the first 4 ns of Ca2+-bound (top) and apo (down)
simulations. (d) Contour plot of the difference in inter-residue force constant (kcal/mol/Å2) between Ca2+-bound and apo simulations. Force constants
are calculated from the first 4 ns of Ca2+-bound and apo simulations.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002023.g001

The Fluctuogram of Protein Dynamics
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observed. The strong electrostatic coupling between Asp41 and

Ca2+ (Figure 1(b)) results in a very large force constant of

133 kcal/mol/Å2, while the His39-Thr207 coupling in Ca2+-

bound subtilisin has a force constant of 6.5 kcal/mol/Å2. Force

constants between I-I+4 residue pairs in a helices are 2–7 kcal/

mol/Å2. Therefore, a cutoff of 2.5 kcal/mol/Å2 is used to assign

whether a residue pair with sequence difference larger than three

has significant mechanical coupling. The force constants of

covalent linkages along the peptide backbone ( I{Jj jƒ3) are

significantly larger than those of I{Jj jw3.

Representative residues with many instances of significant

mechanical coupling (kIJ.2.5 kcal/mol/Å2) and larger sequence

separation ( I{Jj j.3) are shown in Figure 1. Following residue

pairs with significant mechanical coupling, the Ca2+ binding loop

(Val71-Leu83) can be linked to distal regions in subtilisin. This

result is based on the statistics of structural fluctuations via

fluctuation matching and affirms that intra-protein communica-

tion can occur through the mechanical coupling network in

subtilisin. An important residue is Asp41, which coordinates with

Ca2+ if present. Asp41 locates at the C-terminal end of the b1–b2

loop (Asp32-Asp41), and Asp32 at the other end is one of the three

catalytic triad residues (Asp32, His63, and Ser220). As k33,95 is

significant, the Ca2+ binding loop can be linked to Leu95 from

Asp41 via Thr33 (Figure 1(b)). The junction at Asp32 in the b1–b2

loop is mechanically coupled to the site around His63, a triad

residues located in the b2-a3 loop (Ser49-His63), which also

couples with the catalytic Ser220 in the a14 helix (Thr219-

Lys236). Molecular signals at Ca2+-binding loop can thus

propagate to the active site from Asp41 through residue pairs

having significant mechanical coupling. In establishing this link,

we also apply the fact that amino acids close in sequence are

mechanically coupled through the backbone [39]. Tertiary

contacts with strong mechanical coupling provide shortcuts to

residues with larger sequence separation. In Figure 1(b), residues

with significant mechanical coupling that cover the upper-right

half of subtilisin are colored in red.

In addition to Asp41, the terminals of the Ca2+-binding loop,

Val71 and Leu83, are mechanically coupled to the surrounding

residues. Originated from the ends of the Ca2+-binding loop, the

residue pairs with significant mechanical coupling that cover the

lower-left half of subtilisin are colored in green in Figure 1(b). The

grouping of red and green residues is a structure-based catego-

rization, and does not grant their independence. In fact, red and

green residues meet at the a14 helix (Ser220-Lys236) and the

b8–b9 loop (Gly153-Asp171) and have multiple instances of direct

mechanical coupling.

Ca2+-binding modulates the mechanical coupling
network in subtilisin

The force constants of elastic bonds provide a direct measure of

the mechanical coupling between amino acids. From the atomic

configurations sampled in time window t, the force constant

between ij sites, kij , is calculated by fluctuation matching [28]. The

mechanical coupling between residues I and J is determined as

kt
IJ~

P
i[I ,j[J

kt
ij . The mechanical coupling associated with residue I

is then calculated as kt
I~

1

2

P
J

kt
IJ and the difference in kI between

Ca2+-bound and apo simulations in a time window is Dkt
I~

k
apo,t
I {kCa2z,t

I . The profiles of Dkt
I are shown in Figure 2(a). It can

be seen that Ca2+-mediated interactions make certain regions in

apo subtilisin becoming more flexible and others less. The

compensatory balance in mechanical coupling variation is

discussed in detail in Figure S2 and Text S1.

Subtilisin sites with large mechanical coupling variation often

occur at loops and the connecting regions of rigid secondary

structures, Figure 2(a,b). These sites, however, are highly specific

and not all flexible regions have large mechanical coupling

variation. The 25 most affected residues in subtilisin (within top

10%) due to Ca2+ binding (the time average of Dkt
I ’s.20 kcal/

mol/Å2) are listed in Figure 2(a), and their spatial locations are

shown in Figure 2(b) in red. As an example, around Asp75 at the

edge of the Ca2+-binding loop and Asp41 that coordinates Ca2+ if

present, Dkt
I have large and negative values, indicating weaker

mechanical coupling in apo subtilisin. The nearby N-terminal site

(residue 2) shows a similar behavior. In addition to such

anticipated results, it is clear from Figure 2(a,b) that Ca2+-binding

causes mechanical coupling variation not only locally around the

Ca2+-binding loop but also residues that are far away. Through

the mechanical coupling network in subtilisin, the local molecular

signal of Ca2+ binding propagates across the network and causes

variation at distal sites.

Since the stability of subtilisin strongly depends on Ca2+,

residues with large mechanical coupling variation between Ca2+-

bound and apo simulations may be hot spots for modulating

protein stability. To test this hypothesis, we compare the residues

shown in red in Figure 2(a,b) with those identified by random

mutations and screening to have positive effects on activity and

stability. Since subtilisin has been used as a model system for

methodology development in protein engineering [7], many

mutation sites had been identified. For example, in converting

subtilisin E to its thermophilic homolog via directed evolution,

Zhao and Arnold found 9 mutation sites after screening ,50,000

clones [31]. Mutations at these sites (Figure 2(c)) increase subtilisin

lifetime at 60uC .200 times longer than that of the wild type [31].

Among the 9 sites identified by Zhao and Arnold, 7 (9, 14, 75, 165,

180, 193, 217) are covered to within 61 in residue number by the

25 sites calculated from atomic MD simulations for having large

mechanical coupling variation (Figure 2(a,b)). The specific amino

acid type of a mutant residue is definitely a key in gaining function

in directed evolution, but here we focus on comparing the location

of mutation sites.

The 7 covered residues are listed as boldfaced fonts in red in

Figure 2(b,c). On average, randomly picking 25 residues only

covers 1–3 out of the 9 residues identified by directed evolution.

10,000 runs of random picking were performed to calculate the

average and variance of covering the reported mutation sites;

using 1000 runs gives quantitatively close results.

Among the 9 reported mutation sites, even though residue 160

is not covered, its calculated mechanical coupling variation is

actually quite significant; the average of Dkt
I ’s is 15.4 kcal/mol/

Å2. If the residues selected by directed evolution have significant

but not large mechanical coupling variation, i.e., the time average

of Dkt
I ’s is between 10–20 kcal/mol/Å2, they are colored orange

in Figure 2(b,c). If the residues selected by directed evolution have

medium or small mechanical coupling variation, i.e., the average

of Dkt
I ’s is less than 10 kcal/mol/Å2, they are colored light blue in

Figure 2(b,c). If the residues with large mechanical coupling

variation (red) are not within 61 of any of the reported mutation

sites, they are labeled via a red, unboldfaced font in Figure 2(b).

Ca2+ binding is a molecular signal known to affect the stability

of subtilisin. Atomic simulations and fluctuation matching reveal

that it indeed has significant effects on the mechanical coupling

network in subtilisin, Figure 2(a,b). The results of directed

evolution in [31] suggest that most of the identified mutation sites

that demonstrate stabilization effects have high susceptibility in

mechanical coupling. In protein engineering, it is often observed

that the mutant residues survived from random mutation locate at

The Fluctuogram of Protein Dynamics
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loops or connecting regions between rigid secondary structures,

probably because the mutations therein are more tolerable [40]. In

subtilisin, this trend is also observed but mutation sites in well-

defined secondary structures are also identified as well,

Figure 2(a,b).

Residues with large mechanical coupling variation also tend to

locate at loops and connecting regions as shown in Figure 2(a), but

only specific residues would satisfy a designated selection criterion

such as the average of Dkt
I ’s is larger than 20 kcal/mol/Å2. The

mechanical coupling calculated from MD simulations reflects the

sequence-specific thermodynamic interactions between residues.

The correlation between the stabilization mutation sites and the

residues with large mechanical coupling variation suggests that

having different thermodynamic interactions with the surrounding

could be an indicative property for a residue to be an effective

mutation site for protein engineering. To further test this theory,

we compare simulation results with other protein engineering

works.

The strong Ca2+-dependence of stability and folding kinetics of

subtilisin makes its application as an industrial enzyme difficult;

eliminating Ca2+ dependence has thus been a long-standing

interest in subtilisin engineering. Removing the sequence of the

Ca2+-binding loop in subtilisin BPN’ has been shown to achieve

this objective but at the expense of significantly reduced stability.

Strausberg et al [32,33] integrated the reported mutation sites of

subtilisin variants and increased the stability (half-life at 75uC) of

their Ca2+-free construct 15,000 folds by directed evolution. The

17 mutations sites that were involved in achieving this success are

shown in Figure 2(c). Residue sites 9, 165, and 217 agree with the

results in Zhao and Arnold [31], and residue 72 was selected

instead of 75 after removing the Ca2+-binding loop. 9 of the

stabilization mutation sites employed in Strausberg et al [32,33] are

covered by the residues with large mechanical coupling variation

(red boldfaced); other 4 residues have weaker but significant

mechanical coupling variation (orange), Figure 2(b,c). In a

different protein engineering study by directed evolution, most

of the stabilization mutation sites reported in Rollence et al [34] are

also in agreement with those in Zhao and Arnold [31] and

Strausberg et al [32,33], and also are listed in Figure 2(c). In total,

the 25 calculated residue sites with large mechanical coupling

variation cover 14 of the 25 stabilization mutation sites reported in

[31,32,33,34] to within 61. Randomly picking 25 residues can

Figure 2. Mechanical coupling variation of subtilisin due to Ca2+ binding. (a) Differences in the force constant of each residue between the
Ca2+-bound and apo simulations of subtilisin as a function of time, Dkt

I ~k
t,apo
I {kt,Ca2z

I (kcal/mol/Å2). Residues with large mechanical coupling
variation are highlighted in the y-axis. See text for the definition of kt

I ’s. (b) The location of the residues highlighted in (a) and (c). Residues specified
by red fonts: residues have large mechanical coupling variation to Ca2+ binding, i.e. the average of Dkt

I ’s is larger than 20 kcal/mol/Å2. Residues
specified by red and boldfaced fonts: residues with large mechanical coupling variation and cover the mutation sites listed in (c) to within 61.
Residues specified by red and not boldfaced fonts: residues with large mechanical coupling variation but are not within 61 of any of the mutation
sites listed in (c). Residues specified by orange fonts: mutation sites listed in (c) with significant but not large mechanical coupling variation due to
Ca2+ binding, i.e., the time average of Dkt

I ’s is in between 10–20 kcal/mol/Å2. Residues specified by light blue fonts: mutation sites listed in (c) with
medium or weak mechanical coupling variation, i.e., the time average of Dkt

I ’s is less than 10 kcal/mol/Å2. (c) Mutation sites reported in protein
engineering literature that can enhance the stability of subtilisin and the activity in a non-aqueous solvent. The residues are colored and boldfaced
according to the criteria described in (b).
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002023.g002
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only cover 4–8 residues, supporting the theory that the

susceptibility of mechanical coupling to functionally important

signals such as Ca2+ binding is an indicative property for a residue

to be an effective mutation site in protein engineering.

In addition to stability, the mechanical coupling network in

protein structure also affects conformational flexibility and protein

dynamics. It is thus expected that varying mechanical coupling

network would also alter other functional properties such as

substrate binding and activity. In applying subtilisin as an

industrial enzyme, one desired property is the ability to function

in non-aqueous environments. This property has been shown to

relate to the flexibility and dynamics of protein conformation

[41,42,43]. In enhancing the activity of subtilisin E in a solution

with a high concentration of a polar organic solvent by directed

evolution, Chen and Arnold had identified 9 mutation sites that

increase the activity in 60% dimethylformamide to 256 times that

of the wild type [35,36]. These residue sites also shown in

Figure 2(c). Residues 59, 96, and 102 are distinct and the other 6

are in the pool of the stabilization mutation sites reported in

[31,32,33,34]. Residues 96 and 102 are in the b4-a5 loop (93–104)

that involves substrate binding; residue 59 is in the b2-a3 loop (49–

63) that extends from His63 in the catalytic triad. Residue 59 and

96 have large (red boldfaces) and 102 has weaker but significant

mechanical coupling variation (orange), Figure 2(b,c). The

functional relevance of mechanical coupling variation is thus not

limited to stability. Another residue with large mechanical

coupling variation is 174, which had been shown to modulate

the Ca2+ binding of subtilisin at the weaker binding site [44].

Out of the 28 mutation sites reported in [31,32,33,34,35,36]

that had been shown to enhance the stability and activity of

subtilisin, 16 are covered to within 61 by the 25 residues

calculated to have large mechanical coupling variation,

Figure 2(b,c); randomly picking 25 residues only covers 5–9

residues. The ratio of the number of captured mutation sites to the

number of selected residues, 0.64, also far exceeds the corre-

sponding values achieved via random picking, 0.360.09. These

results indicate that the mechanical coupling networks calculated

from atomic details can be used to correlate with the functionally

important mutation sites selected by directed evolution.

Another feature in Figure 2(a) is that mechanical coupling

variation is intermittent. In the following, we analyze the intrinsic

intermittence in the dynamics of Ca2+-bound and apo subtilisin

and explore its functional relevance.

Intermittent conformational changes and mechanical
coupling variation in subtilisin

The variation of kI between consecutive time windows,

Dtk
t
I~kt

I{k
t{1=2Dt
I , of apo and Ca2+-bound subtilisin (Figure

S3) shows an intermittent pattern similar to that of Dkt
I ’s in

Figure 2(a). Intermittence in Dtk
t
I indicates that during protein

dynamics, increases in mechanical coupling strength for a peptide

segment do not last extensively long. As the segment enters a

resting period, reduction in flexibility or mechanical coupling

strength tend to follow, although further increases after the resting

period are observed occasionally as well (Figure S3). Prominent

features in Dtk
t
I ’s thus alternate among different sites with time.

This behavior illustrates that protein structural fluctuations are

highly rectified. In the following, we first establish correspondences

between conformational changes and mechanical coupling

variation and characterize the pathways of intra-protein commu-

nication.

The change of a bond length in the mechanical coupling

network between time windows is: DtSrijTt~SrijTt{SrijTt{Dt=2.

The overall conformational change of residue I is estimated by

adding DtSrijTt’s together: DtR
t
I~

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
j,i[I

DtSrijTt
� �2

r
. To monitor

conformational changes relevant to mechanical coupling, only

bonds with non-zero k
t{Dt=2
ij or kt

ij are involved in the sum. DtR
t
I ’s

for Ca2+-bound and apo simulations are shown in Figure 3(a) and

Figure 3(b), respectively.

If a peptide segment in subtilisin underwent conformational

changes over a period of time, DtR
t
I ’s of these residues shows up as

a band. For regions with limited mobility, DtR
t
I ’s are small. If

mechanically coupled segments underwent correlated conforma-

tional changes, DRt
I bands would appear together or close in time.

In Ca2+-bound subtilisin, co-occurring DRt
I bands in b1–b2 loop

(Asp32-Asp41), b2-a3 (Ser49-His63), b4-a5 (Lys93-Ser104), b6-a7

(Met123-Thr132), and b8–b9 (Gly153-Asp171) loops are clear in

Figure 3(a), and a set of collective DtR
t
I bands spanning ,20 ns is

highlighted as an example. This event corresponds to a

sequentially collective conformational change with mechanically

coupled residues; the details are shown in Figure S4.

Since the values of force constants for residue pairs close in

sequence ( I{Jj jv3) are much larger than those of tertiary

contacts, variations of bare DtR
t
I ’s (Figure S3) tend to under-

represent the mechanical coupling variation between tertiary

contacts and do not show a close correspondence with DtR
t
I ’s. To

establish a tighter connection between mechanical coupling

variation and local conformational changes, a useful parameter is:

Dtk
t

I~
X

j,i[I ,kt
ij

or k
t{1=2Dt
ij

w0

kt
ij{k

t{1=2Dt
ij

� �
max kt

ij ,k
t{1=2Dt
ij

� �
0
BB@

1
CCA=Nj,i[I : ð1Þ

In eq.(1), Dtk
t

I is the average of relative differences in force

constants for the bonds that are connected to residue I. Only

bonds with a non-zero k
t{1=2Dt
ij or kt

ij are considered; Nj,i[I is the

number of such ij pairs. Dtk
t

I ’s of Ca2+-bound and apo simulations

are shown in Figure 3(c) and Figure 3(d), respectively. Normalizing

Dtk
t
I by max kt

ij ,k
t{1=2Dt
ij

� �
in Dtk

t

I incorporates larger contribu-

tions from the tertiary contacts, and Dtk
t

I ’s thus follow DRt
I ’s more

closely than Dtk
t
I ’s. Furthermore, Dtk

t

I ’s vary between 61 and

provide a simple metric for estimating the extent of the mechanical

coupling variation of residue I. Since Dtk
t

I ’s closely follow the

intermittent features of DtR
t
I ’s in Figure 3, a tight connection

between conformational change and mechanical coupling varia-

tion is established. Prominent Dk
t

I ’s can be observed right before,

after, or around DtR
t
I bands.

The fluctuograms shown in Figure 3 record the chorography of

protein dynamics with a time window of 4 ns. The movies of the

equilibrium structures of sequential Ca-SC-ENM’s further illustrate

the intermittence of conformational changes and are provided in

VideoS1 and VideoS2. Fluctuograms using Dt = 2 ns and 10 ns

show qualitatively similar patterns (results not shown).

Intra-protein communication due to Ca2+ binding
The fluctuogram of apo subtilisin (Figure 3(b,d)) records a

choreography that the signal of removing Ca2+ propagates

through the mechanical coupling network and affects active and

substrate-binding sites that are 20–30 Å away. Such behavior is

not seen in the fluctuograms of Ca2+-bound subtilisin

(Figure 3(a,c)), which record a different pattern of choreography.

Here, the apo fluctuograms are analyzed in detail; the analyses of

Ca2+-bound fluctuograms are discussed in Figure S4 and Text S1.

The Fluctuogram of Protein Dynamics
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Figure 3. Changes in the local conformation and mechanical coupling of each residue in subtilisin between neighboring time
windows. (a) Conformational changes in the Ca2+-bound simulation. (b) Conformational changes in the apo simulation. The change in inter-site
distance in Å between two neighboring time windows, t{1=2Dt and t, is DtSrijTt~SrijTt{SrijTt{Dt=2 and the local conformational change of

residue I is defined as DtR
t
I ~

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
j,i[I

DtSrijTt
� �2

r
. Variation in the mechanical coupling of each residue between neighboring time windows for (c) the

Ca2+ simulation and (d) the apo simulation. Mechanical coupling variation of residue I between two neighboring time windows, t{1=2Dt and t, is

defined as Dtk
t

I ~
P

j,i[I ,kt
ij

or k
t{1=2Dt

ij
w0

kt
ij
{k

t{1=2Dt

ijð Þ
max kt

ij
,k

t{1=2Dt

ijð Þ

0
@

1
A=Nj,i[I . Nj,i[I is the number of ij pairs associate with residue I and with at least one of k

t{1=2Dt
ij or

kt
ij has positive value. The time window Dt for calculating DtR

t
I and Dtk

t

I is 4 ns.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002023.g003
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In apo subtilisin, the absence of Ca2+ caused prominent bands

in DtR
t
I and Dtk

t

I in the Ca2+-binding loop (Val71-Leu83) as

highlighted in Figure 3(b,d). Since Asp41 in the b1–b2 loop

(Asp32-Asp41) loop tightly coordinates with Ca2+ if present, the

absence of Ca2+-mediated interactions affects the mechanical

coupling of this loop, and the b1–b2 loop in apo subtilisin has

larger intermittent bands, as highlighted in Figure 3(b,d). Despite

that the force constants at this region show large differences

between Ca2+-bound and apo subtilisin (Figure 2(a)), differences in

intrinsic mechanic coupling variation are also clear. It is obvious

from Figure 3(b,d) that DtR
t
I and Dtk

t

I bands in the b2-a3 loop

occur close in time with those in the b1–b2 loop: Ca2+-mediated

changes continue to affect the b2-a3 loop through mechanical

coupling.

Mechanical coupling also causes b1–b2 (Asp32-Asp41), b2-a3

(Ser49-His63), b4-a5 loop (Lys93-Ser104), and the b6-a7 loop

(Met123-Thr132) to have coincident bands in DtR
t
I and Dtk

t

I . The

sequentially collective bands highlighted in Figure 3(b,d) constitute

a pathway of intra-protein communication, which is shown in

Figure S5 and discussed in more detail in Text S1. The co-

occurring bands of these loops in Ca2+-bound subtilisin,

Figure 3(a,c), are less prominent and have different patterns,

showing that Ca2+-mediated interactions alter the choreography of

protein dynamics.

Along a similar line, as the b8–b9 loop (Gly153-Asp171)

mechanically couples with the b6-a7 loop (Met123-Thr132)

(Figure 1(d)), and the signal of Ca2+ binding propagates there

accordingly. A clear difference between the fluctuograms of Ca2+-

bound and apo subtilisin is that apo subtilisin has less prominent

bands in b6-a7 and b8–b9 loops, opposite to the responses in b1–

b2, b2-a3, and b4-a5 loops, Figure 3. Opposite responses of

different loops to Ca2+-mediated interactions is reminiscent of the

compensatory balance in mechanical coupling variation shown in

Figure S2. The b8–b9 loop contains residues of the weaker Ca2+

binding site of subtilisin [44] and is 32 Å away from the strong Ca2+

binding site; fluctuogram analysis shows that through mechanical

coupling network, signal at the Ca2+ binding site affects distal sites.

Other significant differences in the fluctuograms are that apo

subtilisin has more pronounced DtR
t
I and Dtk

t

I bands in the b10–

b11 loop (Phe188-Ala193), the b12–b13 turn (Thr207-Tyr213),

the a14–a15 loop (Lys236-Ala242), and the Phe260 turn (Gly257-

Gly263), see highlights in Figure 3(b,d). These sites are also

consistent with the results of Dkt
I ’s shown in Figure 2(a).

Together, the fluctuograms calculated from all-atom MD

simulations show that intra-protein communication can proceed

through the mechanical coupling network in protein structure

without a drastic conformational change [11,45]. The results

discussed above establish (a) Ca2+ binding induces significant

changes in the mechanical coupling network of subtilisin despite a

small difference in the overall structure, (b) residues with large

mechanical coupling variation due to Ca2+ binding correlate with

the gain-of-function mutation sites selected via directed evolution,

(c) conformational changes and mechanical coupling variation are

temporally and spatially intermittent, (d) large variations in the

mechanical coupling network often occur at the connecting

regions of secondary structures, and (e) the fluctuograms can be

used to capture the pathways of intra-protein communication. To

further strengthen (e), the sequentially collective conformational

changes associated with the co-occurring bands highlighted in

Figure 3 are discussed in Figure S4, Figure S5, and Text S1.

Correlate fluctuograms with co-evolution
The fluctuograms of Ca2+-bound and apo subtilisin illustrate the

mechanism of intra-protein communication and show that

residues surviving from random mutagenesis and screening tend

to have large mechanical coupling variation due to molecular

signals. In theory, if the mechanical coupling network in protein

structure was optimized by evolution to facilitate intra-protein

communication, residue pairs with functionally important me-

chanical coupling would tend to correlate during evolution. To test

this hypothesis, we select residue pairs with distinct patterns of

mechanical coupling from the fluctuograms and compare the

results with those of statistical coupling analysis (SCA). After

collecting a pool of sequences with high similarity and constructing

a multiple sequence alignment, the SCA method developed by

Ranganathan and coworkers [37,38] is used to identify residues

with high sequence correlation.

Using subtilisin Carlsberg as the query sequence, we collected

465 sequences for SCA (see methods for details), and the pattern of

sequence conservation is shown in Figure S6. The 2nd–4th

eigenvectors were used to screen the correlation matrix for

statistically significant correlation according to random matrix

theory [38,46]. The 274 residues of subtilisin expanded by the 2nd

and 3rd eigenvectors are shown in Figure S7; on this map, a cutoff

value of 0.07 for the distance to origin is used to select 80 residues

(,30% of the total amino acids) that exhibit high correlation in

sequence variation [38]. The cleaned correlated matrix is shown in

Figure S8. The 80 amino acids can be roughly divided into three

sectors according to their values on the 2nd and 3rd eigenvectors,

and their locations in subtilisin are shown in Figure 4(a). Spatial

localization of sectors is rather clear but close separation of

residues in different sectors is also observed. The pattern of sectors

is consistent with several features of the long-range coupling and

complex folding pathways of subtilisin [6,24,47]. For example, the

blue sector contains residues in the Ca2+-binding loop (Val71-

Leu83) and the weaker Ca2+ binding site, and analyzing the

fluctuogram shows that the two Ca2+-binding sites are linked

through the mechanical coupling network. Many red sector

residues are localized in the central a3 and a14 of subtilisin

(Figure 1(a)). The green sector contains residues in b1 (Val26-

Leu31), the b1–b2 loop (Asp32-Asp41), and the b4-a5 loop

(Lys93-Ser104) that mechanically couple with Asp32. At the

junction of Asp32, the fluctuograms of apo and Ca2+-bound

simulations show significant differences in Figure 3.

In recent years, significant progress has been made in con-

necting the network of protein structure to allosteric coupling

[13,14,15,16,17,18,48,49,50,51,52]. Many of these studies employ

ENM using contact-based determination of connectivity and

heuristics-based assignment of force constants (homogeneous or

via an assumed functional form) [13,14,15,16,17,18]. Despite the

simplicity, impressive success has been achieved in identifying

important residues for allosteric coupling, which are often robust

to sequence variation [53]. A key observation is that amino acids

with many close contacts with others often have significant impact

on allosteric coupling. Such residues are also considered as hubs

that cause the structural network of protein conformation to have

small-world characters [48,50,51,52]. To select residue pairs from

fluctuograms, we also apply this result developed in previous

works.

The fluctuogram approach proposed in this work bridges

atomic and CG models of protein allostery by computing the force

constants in Ca-SC-ENM from the structures sampled in all-atom

MD simulations. An important result is that mechanical coupling

between residues varies significantly, highlighting the anharmoni-

city and nonlinearity of protein dynamics. Therefore, both the

strength and variation of mechanical coupling will be used to select

residue pairs. From the kIJ ’s calculated from sequential time

windows, the average, k
avg
IJ , standard deviation, kstd

IJ , and
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maximum observed value, kmax
IJ , are computed to devise selection

criteria.

In Criterion-A, we consider residue pars with kmax
IJ larger than a

cut-off value, kA
cut. A value of 2.5 kcal/mol/Å2 was used earlier to

assign whether the mechanical coupling between the IJ pair is

significant. For residue I, the total number of coupled residues with

kmax
IJ wkA

cut is denoted as nkmax

I . If nkmax

I is larger than a number cut-

off, nA
cut, then residue I is selected as a residue important for intra-

Figure 4. Sequence correlation in subtilisin. (a) The residues of subtilisin exhibit high correlation in our multiple sequence alignment
determined by a statistical coupling analysis (SCA). Residues with high correlation in sequence variation are divided into three sectors, blue, red, and
green according to the eigenvectors of the correlation matrix of sequence conservation [38]. Several residues that are not covered by the selection
from the Ca2+-bound fluctuogram are highlighted. (b) The residues that satisfy either of the three criteria discussed in the text from the Ca2+-bound
fluctuogram and cover the co-evolved residues shown in (a); color codes are the same as in (a). The parameters of the selection criteria are: nA

cut = 10,
kA

cut = 2.5, kB
cut = 11, kC

cut = 8.0, and f C
cut = 0.8. (c) The residues selected from the Ca2+-bound fluctuogram based on the parameters listed in (b). Lime:

residues that cover the co-evolved residues from SCA. Brown: the co-evolved residues from SCA that are not covered by the residues selected from
the Ca2+-bound fluctuogram. Pink: residues selected from the Ca2+-bound fluctuogram but do not cover any of the co-evolved residues. (d) The
residues selected from the Ca2+-bound fluctuogram based on the parameters listed in (b). Blue: residues selected by Criterion-A. Red: residues
selected from Criterion-B. Green: residues selected from Criterion-C. See text for the definitions of each criterion.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002023.g004
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protein communication:

Criterion{A : kmax
IJ wkA

cut\nkmax
I wnA

cut
: ð2Þ

The total number of such residues is denoted as NA. For each of

the NA residues, if it captures any highly correlated residues

observed in SCA to within 61 in residue number, a hit is counted.

The hit rate, RA, is calculated as the total number of hits, NA
hit,

divided by NA, RA~NA
hit=NA. For each of the residues identified

by SCA, we also check if it is covered by any of the NA residues

predicted by the fluctuogram. The total number of covered

residues is NA
cov, and the coverage is defined as CA~NA

cov=NSCA.

NSCA is the number of highly correlated residues identified in

SCA.

The hit rates calculated from the fluctuograms of apo and Ca2+-

bound subtilisin at different values of nA
cut are shown in Figure 5(a)

and Figure 5(b), respectively. At a given value of NA, the hit rate

achieved by randomly picking residues is also calculated for

comparison (10,000 rounds; results of 1,000 rounds are quantita-

tively similar). In Figure 5(a,b), the hit rates of random picking

correspond to the NA values of nA
cut = 8; the profiles of other nA

cut

values are quantitatively similar. When kA
cut is small, the hit rates

calculated from fluctuograms are close to the values of random

picking. Since there are 80 highly correlated residues observed in

SCA and a 61 criterion is used for counting a hit, the baseline hit

rate via random picking is 0.62. As shown in Figure 5(a,b),

increasing kA
cut significantly improves the hit rates achieved by apo

and Ca2+-bound fluctuograms, which are progressively higher

than the values of random picking by more than one standard

deviation. As kA
cut increases, NA and the coverage decrease due to

the more stringent selection. The coverages achieved by apo and

Ca2+-bound fluctuograms are shown in Figure 5(c) and Figure 5(d),

respectively. At small NA values, the standard deviation of the hit

rates of random picking also becomes higher.

Figure 5(a,b) illustrate the correlation between mechanical

coupling and co-evolution. The increasing hit rates with kA
cut

plateau around the value of 2.5 kcal/mol/Å2. This result is

Figure 5. Correlating the fluctuograms of subtilisin with co-evolution. The calculated hit rates (RA ’s) and coverages (CA’s) by using
Criterion-A, (eq.(2)). (a) RA ’s from the apo fluctuogram. (b) RA ’s from the Ca2+-bound fluctuogram. Hit rates achieved by randomly picking the same
numbers as the selected residues based on nA

cut = 8 are shown for comparison. The profiles correspond to other nA
cut values are quantitatively close.

(c) CA’s from the apo fluctuogram. (d) CA ’s from the Ca2+-bound fluctuogram.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002023.g005
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consistent with the physics-based selection of the value of 2.5 for

assigning significant mechanical coupling. Overall, the hit rate is

also an increasing function of nA
cut, except for the special cases at

small NA values. This trend is in line with the analyses of protein

structure using network theory that residues with more neighbors

tend to play important roles in allosteric coupling [48,50,51,52].

In balancing hit rate and coverage, using nA
cut = 10 and

kA
cut = 2.5 kcal/mol/Å2 for Criterion A gives RA = 0.81 and

CA = 0.29 from the apo fluctuogram and RA = 0.87 and CA =

0.46 from the Ca2+-bound fluctuogram.

In Criterion-B, we consider residue pairs with strong mechan-

ical coupling. For any IJ pairs with I{Jj jw3, I and J are selected

if:

Criterion{B : k
avg
IJ wkB

cut : ð3Þ

The hit rates and coverages calculated from apo and Ca2+-bound

fluctuograms are shown in Figure 6(a,b). Increasing RB with kB
cut is

also observed as in Criterion-A. The hit rates from the Ca2+-

bound fluctuogram have steeper increase with kB
cut and exceed the

values of random picking more than that from the apo

fluctuogram. The coverage, CB, quickly decreases with kB
cut, and

is not as high as CA
apo, which screens kmax

IJ instead. For Criterion-B,

we use kB
cut = 11 kcal/mol/Å2 (apo: RB = 0.74 and CB = 0.23;

Ca2+-bound: RB = 0.78 and CB = 0.26).

In Criterion-C, we probe if the variation in kIJ can capture the

residues with high correlation in a multiple sequence alignment. In

addition to limiting the magnitude of kIJ , a cutoff for kstd
IJ is also

used:

Criterion{C : kmax
IJ wkC

cut\kstd
IJ =k

avg
IJ wf C

cut : ð4Þ

Here, we employ kmax
IJ instead of k

avg
IJ for the advantage of having

higher coverage. The calculated RC’s and CC’s are shown in

Figure 7. From the apo fluctuogram, RC is not strictly increasing

with f C
cut, and the lead over random picking is only slightly higher

or close to the average value plus standard deviation, Figure 7(a).

From the Ca2+-bound fluctuogram, on the other hand, RC is

clearly increasing with f C
cut, and the lead over random-picking

values significantly exceeds the average plus a standard deviation,

Figure 7(b). RC is also an increasing function with kC
cut as expected

from Criterion-A. For Criterion-C, we use kC
cut = 8 kcal/mol/Å2

and f C
cut~0:8 (apo: RC = 0.71 and CC = 0.26; Ca2+-bound:

RB = 0.85 and CB = 0.25).

As shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 and discussed earlier, the

fluctuogram of subtilisin depends on Ca2+ binding. As a result,

different behaviors are observed in calculating hit rates from apo

and Ca2+-bound fluctuograms. Since native subtilisin is function-

ing with Ca2+ and we screened for alignable sequences that

contain the Ca2+-binding loop for SCA, the Ca2+-bound fluc-

tuogram should better represent the required mechanical coupling

network for the proper functioning of subtilisin. This theory is

supported by the result that the Ca2+-bound fluctuogram has

better predictive power in capturing the correlated residues from

SCA. Using nA
cut = 10, kA

cut = 2.5, kB
cut = 11, kC

cut = 8.0, and

f C
cut = 0.8 to select residues satisfying either criterion, the calculated

hit rates and coverages are R = 0.75/C = 0.5 from the apo and

R = 0.84/C = 0.65 from the Ca2+-bound fluctuogram.

The correlated residues from SCA (Figure 4(a)) covered by the

residue pairs with distinct behaviors of mechanical coupling in the

Ca2+-bound fluctuogram are shown in Figure 4(b) for comparison.

Several uncovered residues are highlighted in Figure 4(a) and

many of them are in or near the pool of stabilization mutation sites

shown in Figure 2(b). Therefore, comparing fluctuograms can

provide additional information about co-evolution. The covered

(green), missed (brown), and over-predicted (pink) residues based

on the Ca2+-bound fluctuogram are contrasted in Figure 4(c), and

several over-predicted residues are highlighted. Some of these

residues are in or near the pool of the stabilization mutation sites

shown in Figure 4(b) but are not selected in SCA. This result is

consistent with many observations that thermodynamic coupling is

not limited to co-evolved residues [54,55,56].

The increasing hit rates with the magnitude and variation of

mechanical coupling link physics-based MD simulations with co-

evolution. We devise different criteria to probe the properties of

the mechanical coupling network in protein structure and to select

residues to cover the correlated residues from SCA. Based on the

Ca2+-bound fluctuogram, the covered SCA residues by using

Criterion-A, Criterion-B, and Criterion-C together are colored

Figure 6. The calculated hit rates (RB’s) and coverages (CB’s) by using Criterion-B, (eq.(3)). (a) RB’s and CB ’s from the apo fluctuogram.
Hit rates achieved by randomly picking the same numbers as the selected residues are shown for comparison. (b) RB ’s and CB’s from the Ca2+-bound
fluctuogram.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002023.g006
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differently in Figure 4(c) to illustrate that in the pool of residues

with high sequence correlation, alternative behaviors of mechan-

ical coupling are found.

As an independent test of the correlation between mechanical

coupling and co-evolution, we analyze the fluctuograms of a

different enzyme using the same criteria, in particular, the family 7

endoglucanase of the Trichoderma reesei fungus, EG1 [57]. The 371-

residue EG1 hydrolyzes the b-1,4-glycosidic bonds in cellulose for

nutritional utilization. To work against a glucose chain, EG1 has a

tunnel-shape active site, Figure 8(a,b). The segments around the

active site contain multiple secondary structures and connecting

loop and are responsible for binding the glucose chain from the

surface of cellulose. Therefore, the mechanical coupling network

in EG1 needs to carry out non-catalytic activities, and correlating

co-evolved residues via fluctuograms can reveal the functional

relevance of the mechanical coupling network in EG1.

Using EG1 as the query sequence, we collected 318 sequences

for SCA, and 82 residues with high correlation in sequence

variation are identified and shown in Figure 8(a,b), see Methods

for the details of methodology. The all-atom MD simulation of

EG1 in explicit water at 300 K and 1 atm started with the X-ray

structure, PDB ID 1EG1 [57], with the protocol described in

Methods. The system contains 62,610 atoms, with 5256 protein

atoms, 69 counter ions, and 19095 water molecules. A total of

80 ns trajectory was collected for calculating fluctuogram with

Dt = 4 ns.

The calculated hit rates and coverages using Criterion-A,

Criterion-B, and Criterion-C are shown in Figure 8(c), Figure 8(d),

and Figure 8(e), respectively. The hit rates achieved by random

picking are also shown for comparison. The increasing hit rates

with kA
cut and kB

cut are clear in Figure 8(c,d), and the hit rates

calculated from the fluctuogram exceed the mean values plus

standard deviation of random picking to a large extent. In

Criterion-C, the increase of hit rate with f C
cut starts at larger values

(Figure 8(e)). The hit rate calculated from the fluctuogram is higher

than the mean values of random picking but not as much as in

Figure 7. The calculated hit rates (RC’s) and coverages (CC’s) by using Criterion-C, (eq.(4)). (a) RC ’s from the apo fluctuogram. (b) RC’s
from the Ca2+-bound fluctuogram. Hit rates achieved by randomly picking the same numbers as the selected residues based on kC

cut = 7 kcal/mol/Å2

are also shown for comparison. The profiles correspond to other kC
cut values are quantitatively close. (c) CC’s from the apo fluctuogram. (d) CC’s from

the Ca2+-bound fluctuogram.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002023.g007
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Criterion-A and Criterion-B. Similar behavior is also observed in

calculating hit rates from the apo fluctuogram of subtilisin

(Figure 7(a)). Currently, we are investigating the effects substrate

binding on the mechanical coupling network in EG1. Using

nA
cut = 8, kA

cut = 3.5, kB
cut = 17, kC

cut = 8.0, and f C
cut = 0.8, the covered,

missed, and over-predicted residues compared to the co-evolved

ones are shown in Figure 8(a,b).

The correlation between mechanical coupling and co-evolution

in EG1 is clear in Figure 8. Therefore, in both subtilisin and EG1,

the results of analyzing fluctuograms illustrate that the mechanical

coupling networks calculated from atomic details can be used to

correlate with co-evolution. Several noticeable differences between

EG1 and subtilisin, though, can be found. First, residues in EG1

do not have as many neighbors with strong mechanical coupling,

and a lower number nA
cut is thus used for Criterion-A. This result is

consistent with the more globular shape of subtilisin. For

Criterion-B, which screens for residue pairs with strong mechan-

ical coupling on average, hit rates plateau at a larger kB
cut value in

EG1 (17 kcal/mol/Å2) than that in subtilisin (11 kcal/mol/Å2). As

EG1 is required to bind a polymer substrate already interacting

with other molecules on the solid surface, strong mechanical

strength in protein structure is likely needed for carrying out the

required non-catalytic actives.

Discussion

The mechanism of allosteric coupling and intra-protein
communication is key to understand the structure-property
relationship of protein function. An emergent picture is that
induced-fit and population shift theories provide complementary
pictures and do not exclude each other [11,12,13,17,58]. The
interaction energetics between amino acids that cause induced-fit
and the distribution of protein structures are the two sides of the
same coin, and inverse algorithms such fluctuation matching [28]
or the iterative Yvon-Born-Green [22] methods could be used to
establish the connection. In this work, the fluctuation matching
method is used to convert the configurations sampled in MD
simulation into the bond lengths and force constants in a Ca-SC-
ENM to represent the mechanical coupling network in protein
structure.

An important concern is the functional roles of the anharmo-

nicity and nonlinearity in protein dynamics, especially in allosteric

coupling without a drastic structural change. The population of

similar but distinct protein structures may still shift due to

molecular signals [11,58] and harmonic models are not suitable

for describing the concomitant reorganization of the mechanical

coupling network. For subtilisin Carlsberg, the Ca2+-binding loop

is distal to substrate-binding and active sites, yet the serine protease

Figure 8. Correlating the fluctuograms of EG1 with co-evolution. (a) The highly correlated residues observed in a multiple sequence
alignment and SCA using EG1 as the query sequence and the residues selected from the fluctuogram satisfying either of the three criteria with the
following parameters: nA

cut = 8, kA
cut = 2.5, kB

cut = 17, kC
cut = 8.0, and f C

cut = 0.8. Lime: residues that cover the co-evolved residues from SCA. Brown: co-
evolved residues from SCA that are not covered by the residues selected from the fluctuogram. Pink: residues selected from the fluctuogram but do
not cover any co-evolved residue. (b) the same as (a) but view from a different angle. The calculated hit rates and coverages from the fluctuogram of
EG1 by using (c) Criterion-A, (eq.(2)), (d) Criterion-B, (eq.(3)), and (e) Criterion-C, (eq.(4)).
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002023.g008
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function depends on Ca2+ binding. Furthermore, there is no direct

evidence that subtilisin forms alternative structures. Therefore, the

intra-protein communication in subtilisin is likely related to the

anharmonicity and nonlinearity of protein dynamics.

To test this hypothesis, we transform the sequential segments of

an atomic MD trajectory into separate elastic network models.

The anharmonicity and nonlinearity are thus effectively repre-

sented as the temporal and spatial variation of the mechanical

coupling network. In analogy to the spectrogram of sound waves,

the periodic transformations of structural fluctuations into ENMs

are termed the ‘‘fluctuogram\, which records the choreography of

protein dynamics. The fluctuograms of Ca2+-bound and apo

subtilisin illustrate that local conformational changes and me-

chanical coupling variation are spatially and temporally intermit-

tent: large changes at one location do not last long and different

segments alternatively have prominent events between time

windows (Figure 3). The fluctuograms also revealed the pathways

of intra-protein communication. Ca2+-bound and apo subtilisin

have distinct fluctuograms, illustrating that although a drastic

structural change did not occur, Ca2+-mediated interactions

caused significant effects at distal sites through the mechanical

coupling network.

The Ca2+-dependent fluctuograms of subtilisin are in line with

several experimental observations. In enhancing subtilisin stability

by directed evolution and site-directed mutagenesis, it was found

that certain mutations that stabilize apo subtilisin would destabilize

the protein in the presence of Ca2+ [6]. Therefore, the mechanism

of thermal inactivation depends on Ca2+ binding, implying that

the mechanical coupling network in subtilisin is Ca2+ dependent.

Indeed, our simulations show that apo and Ca2+-bound subtilisin

have different fluctuograms. A mutation site of this type is Phe50

in the b2-a3 loop that shows different behaviors in Figure 3.

For modulating the functional properties of subtilisin via protein

engineering, the strong Ca2+-dependence of stability and folding

suggests that the residues with large mechanical coupling variation

due to Ca2+-binding (Figure 2(a,b)) could be potential hot spots.

Since the thermodynamic interactions associated with these

residues are more susceptible, mutation of these residues should

achieve the goal of altering protein stability. As mechanical

coupling also affects conformational flexibility and dynamics,

modulating the mechanical coupling network is also expected to

change other functional properties such as substrate binding and

activity. Many mutation sites that enhance the stability of subtilisin

and its activity in an non-aqueous environment had been selected

via random mutation and screening [31,32,33,34,35,36],

Figure 2(c), and are employed for testing the proposed connection

between the mechanical coupling network and protein engineering

of subtilisin. In Figure 2(a,b), we show that the residues calculated

to have large mechanical coupling variation correlate with the

reported mutation sites that had been shown to increase the

stability and activity of subtilisin. As presented in Results, the

agreement between the residues with large mechanical coupling

variation and the reported gain-of-function mutation sites far

exceeds that of randomly picking up the same number of residues.

Therefore, the mechanical coupling networks calculated from

atomic details can be used to correlate with functionally important

mutation sites and a potential usage of fluctuograms is to identify

the susceptible spots in a mechanical coupling network for protein

engineering.

The fluctuogram analysis illustrates that the mechanical

coupling network in protein structure is tightly coupled to

functional properties such as stability and intra-protein commu-

nication. If the mechanical coupling network specified by sequence

was optimized in addition to the structure, residue pairs with

functionally important mechanical coupling would tend to

correlate during evolution. To test this hypothesis, we devise

criteria to select residue pairs from the fluctuograms and compare

with those from a SCA on the results of a multiple sequence

alignment [38].

Since the fluctuograms are calculated from atomic MD

simulations, sequence specific properties of the mechanical

coupling network are captured. Furthermore, the calculation does

not require the knowledge of specific protein motions [14,53]. We

show in Figure 5–8 that the residues calculated to have distinctive

behaviors of mechanical coupling can capture to a large extent the

residues observed to have high correlation in a multiple sequence

alignment. The results also indicate that the predictive power in

capturing residues with high sequence correlation depends on the

fluctuogram used for calculations. For subtilisin, the Ca2+-bound

simulation is expected to better capture the functionally important

mechanical coupling, since native subtilisin requires Ca2+ to work

and globally alignable sequences with the presence of the Ca2+-

binding loop are used for SCA. Indeed, the Ca2+-bound

fluctuogram gives higher hit rates and coverages than the apo

fluctuogram as shown in Figure 5–7. In addition to the magnitude

of force constants, the variation of coupling strength is also found

to be an indicative property for the sequence correlation observed

in SCA. The robustness of using fluctuogram to capture residues

with high sequence correlation is further tested with a different

enzyme, EG1, and the results also show that the residues selected

from the proposed criteria capture to a large extent the highly

correlated residues observed in SCA (Figure 8(c–e)). Overall, our

results illustrate that the mechanical coupling networks calculated

from atomic details can be used to correlate with functionally

important mutation sites and co-evolution.

The design of MD simulations with relevant scenarios and the

criteria for selecting residues are the two core elements in using

fluctuograms to study protein function and dynamics. We

demonstrate that calculating fluctuograms as a function of

molecular signal such as Ca2+ binding and comparing the

resulting differences is a useful strategy to map out the residues

that are important to the specific property conveyed by the probed

signal. Therefore, calculating fluctuograms during the relevant

rare events of protein function, such as enzymatic reaction,

substrate binding, local unfolding [59], protein-protein association,

and conformational changes in allostery is likely a useful strategy

to establish the connection between a specific protein function and

the fluctuograms of protein dynamics. This approach can be

pursued by using multiscale computational methods such as

reaction path optimization and free-energy simulations [60,61]

and is currently being explored in our laboratory.

Although the proposed procedure for calculating fluctuograms

is general and can be applied to any set of MD trajectories,

identifying residues important for function relies on the design of

selection criteria. Several criteria based on the statistics of force

constants are proposed heuristically and their abilities to correlate

with co-evolution vary from one protein to another as illustrated

by comparing the results of subtilisin and EG1. Such protein

dependence is not unexpected given the complexity and specificity

of protein sequence, structure, and function. In modeling complex

allosteric protein systems that spans a diverse range, we envision

that the success of applying the fluctuogram approach will not only

depend on the design of relevant MD simulations but also on the

criteria used for selecting function-related residues. Therefore, we

are also developing systematic ways to partition and categorize the

different behaviors of mechanical coupling in fluctuograms to

better map out their connection with specific properties that are

relevant to function. Direct comparison of the predicted residues
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with experimental measurements that provide amino-acid level

information, such as by NMR methods, would be also valuable in

validating and improving the selection criteria of fluctuogram

analysis.

Methods

All-atom molecular dynamics simulations
We obtained the details of subtilisin by MD simulations using

the CHARMM22 all-atom force field and the TIP3P water model

[62,63]. The particle mesh Ewald method [64] was used for

calculating long-range electrostatics. For short-range non-bound

interactions, a cutoff of 14 Å was used with a switch function

turned on at 12 Å. Starting from an X-ray structure (PDB ID

1OYV) [5], a 100 ns trajectory was collected at 300 K and 1 atm

after minimization (100,000 steps), heating (+4 K/ps over 100 ps

via velocity reassignment), and equilibration (4 ns) steps. During

minimization, heating, and the first 3 ns of equilibration, Ca atoms

were restrained to their positions in the X-ray structure via

harmonic potentials with a force constant of 1 kcal/mol/Å2. No

restraint potentials or external forces were applied in the last ns of

equilibration and production runs. Langevin dynamics with a

damping coefficient of 0.5 ps21 were used to maintain system

temperature at 300 K [65], and the Langevin piston method was

used to maintain pressure at 1 atm [66]. A time step of 2 fs was

used to propagate dynamics simulations during which all covalent

bonds associated hydrogen atoms were constrained at their

equilibrium values defined in the CHARMM parameter. A Cl2

ion was added to neutralize the subtilisin system in the Ca2+-

bound simulation; in the apo simulation, a Na+ ion was added.

Apo subtilisin is marginally stable [4,5,6,7]. A total of 6,767 and

6,768 water molecules were used to solvate subtilisin in a truncated

octahedral unit cell for Ca2+-bound and apo simulations,

respectively. Periodic boundary conditions were applied. All-atom

MD simulations were performed using the NAMD software [67].

Normal mode analysis and other analyses were performed using

the CHARMM software [68]. Figures of protein structures were

prepared via VMD [69].

Compute the mechanical coupling network in subtilisin
from all-atom MD

Without loss of generality, we choose to describe the mechanical

coupling between amino acids via a commonly used coarse-

grained (CG) elastic network model (ENM) [26,27]. In most

applications of ENM, a protein structure is used to define

connectivity with a distance cut-off and a universal force constant

is often assigned to ignore atomic details other than the native

structure [26,27]. Despite its simplicity, homogeneous ENM is

robust in predicting collective conformational changes

[14,70,71,72,73,74,75] and the profile of atomic mean square

fluctuations when comparing with crystallographic B-factors

[26,27,75]. More sophisticated schemes for determining force

constants have been developed to improve the prediction of B-

factors [76].

In our implementation, the sidechain and backbone contribu-

tions are treated separately by using two CG sites per amino acid.

To determine the coordinates of CG sites from an atomic

configuration, the Ca positions are used to define backbone sites

and the centers of mass of sidechain atoms are used to define the

sidechain sites; glycine has a single site. The mass of the backbone

site is the total mass of all backbone atoms and the mass of the

sidechain site is the total mass of all sidechain atoms. The resulting

CG model is referred to as Ca-SC-ENM (SC;sidechain).

The force constant between two CG sites designates the strength

of mechanical coupling. Each bond is treated separately and can

have a different value. The potential energy function of the Ca-

SC-ENM is:

VENM~
1

2

XNr

I~1

X
J§I

X
i[I

X
j[J

kij rij{r0
ij

� �2

: ð5Þ

In eq.(5), I and J are indices for residues; Nr is the total number of

residues in subtilisin. i and j are indices for CG sites; r0
ij and kij are

the length and force constant of the elastic bond between sites i

and j. The vibrational partition function corresponding to the

potential energy function of eq.(5) can be computed via normal

model analysis (NMA), and the predicted variance of each bond,

Sdr2
ijT

CG , can be determined at a specified temperature [75,77].

However, the statistics computed from a segment of an all-atom

MD trajectory, Sdr2
ijT

AA, may be different. The fluctuation

matching approach adjusts kij ’s iteratively to reduce the difference

between Sdr2
ijT

CG and Sdr2
ijT

AA:
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In eq.(6), m is the step of fluctuation matching iteration, and a is a

numerical constant. Each step requires a NMA on the Ca-SC-

ENM to update force constants. The fluctuations of each bond are

approximated via Gaussian statistics and only non-negative force

constants are used. Starting from an initial distribution of kij

inversely proportional to Sdr2
ijT

AA, convergence (root-of-mean-

square difference in force constants between steps ,0.005 kcal/

mol/Å2) is typically achieved within 200 steps.

In the example of subtilisin Carlsberg (Figure 1(a)), the 274-

residue serine protease results in a 504-site Ca-SC-ENM (incept in

Figure 1(c)) with a specific site dedicated for Ca2+ (orange ball). All

site pairs that have been within 10 Å during the course of 100 ns

all-atom trajectory are included in the pool of elastic bonds for

fluctuation matching. Since the force constants are adjusted

according to eq.(6) to match the statistics of inter-site distances

from all-atom MD, the results of fluctuation matching are not

sensitive to the distance cutoff used for assigning initial

connectivity. A cutoff of 10 Å provides sufficiently large basis for

capturing inter-site mechanical coupling.

Multiple sequence alignment and statistical coupling
analysis

Subtilisin homologs were gathered from the NCBI’s non-

redundant database using GGSEARCH of the FASTA suite [78]

as well as Pfam [79]. Sequences from the Pfam peptidase inhibitor

I9 domain (PF05922) and the subtilase family domain (PF00082)

were combined with the results from GGSEARCH. Since

GGSEARCH returns only globally alignable sequences, both the

mature protein sequence (274 aa) and the sequence including the

N-terminal signal peptide and propeptide (379 aa) were used as

queries. For both the GGSEARCH and Pfam sequences, an initial

alignment was constructed with MAFFT [80], and then truncated

to positions in the mature subtilisin Carlsberg structure (PDB

1OYV) [5]. Sequences were selected from these truncated

alignments based on the number of alignable positions (no more

than 100 gaps) and the presence of the Ca2+-binding loop (at most

one gap at positions 75–79). After removing redundant sequences
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($95% similar) identified by BLASTClust [81], the sequences

were re-aligned and the resulting alignment of 465 sequences was

used for conducting the statistical coupling analysis. The statistical

coupling matrix was created as described in Halabi et al. [38] and

eigenvectors 2 and 3 of this matrix were used to assign three

sectors. The cleaned SCA matrix (Figure S8) is used to visualize

the sectors and was generated from eigenvectors 2 through 4. The

endoglucanse SCA was conducted in a similar fashion. Our

Mathematica code is based on the MATLAB code from [38] and

is available upon request.

Supporting Information

Text S1 Discussion of the sequentially collective conformational

changes shown in Figure S4 and Figure S5.

(DOC)

Figure S1 The root-mean-square difference (RMSD) of the Ca

atoms in Ca2+-bound (black) and apo (red) trajectories of subtilisin

to the X-ray structure (PDB ID: 1OYV). The cross RMSD

between the two simulations at each time frame is also shown in

blue.

(EPS)

Figure S2 The time evolution of the total force constant, kTOT,

of Ca2+-bound and apo subtilisin. kTOT is the sum of all force

constants between CG sites. The time window Dt for calculating

force constants is 4 ns.

(TIF)

Figure S3 Mechanical coupling variation in subtilisin due to

Ca2+ binding. Variation in the force constant of each residue

between neighboring time windows for (c) the Ca2+ simulation and

(d) the apo simulation. The time window Dt for calculating force

constants is 4 ns.

(PDF)

Figure S4 The time course of Ca-Ca distances in Å between

selected residue pairs for the Ca2+-bound (top) and apo (bottom)

simulations. The trajectories of d(Val51-Leu95), d(Ser100-Gly127),

and d(Gly127-Tyr166) of the Ca2+-bound simulation illustrate the

sequentially collective conformational change corresponding to the

highlighted band in fluctuogram shown in Figure 3(a,c). In the apo

simulation, such conformational change was not observed.

(EPS)

Figure S5 The time course of Ca-Ca distances in Å between

selected residue pairs for the Ca2+-bound (top) and apo (bottom)

simulations, (a) d(Asp41-Leu74), (b) d(Asp41-Val80), (c) d(Ala37-

Asn43), (d) d(Ala37-Thr210), (e) d(Ile35-Als91), (f) d(Ile35-Asp59),

(g) d(Ile35-Thr65), (h) d(Ile35-Asn57), (i) d(Gly99-Gly127, and (j)

d(Val51-Asn96). The distance trajectories illustrate the sequentially

collective conformational change in the apo simulation that

occurred ,50 ns. The corresponding bands in fluctuogram are

highlighted in Figure 3(b,d). In the Ca2+-bound simulation, such

conformational change was not observed.

(EPS)

Figure S6 Positional conservation of the multiple sequence

alignment, defined as the relative entropy between the observed

amino acid frequencies f(a) in each column i and the back-

ground frequencies q(a) from all proteins: D
(a)
i ~f

(a)
i ln

f
(a)

i

q(a)
z

(1{f
(a)

i ) ln
1{f

(a)
i

1{q(a)
. Following [33], a binary approximation was

applied. Each position is represented as 1 if it contains the most

prevalent amino acid in that column, or 0 otherwise. Columns are

colored based on the clusters shown in Figure S7.

(TIF)

Figure S7 Scatter plot of the 2nd and 3rd eigenvectors. A cutoff

distance of 0.07 from the origin was used to select 80 residues that

tend to co-evolve, which were divided into three clusters: blue, red,

and green. Residues at a distance of 0.07–1.0 from the origin are

colored with a lighter shade.

(TIF)

Figure S8 The statistical coupling matrix, calculated as

described in [33]. Eigenvectors 2–4 were used for matrix cleaning

and the matrix is truncated to the 80 positions appearing in the

cluster analysis. Columns are grouped by cluster (in the order blue,

red, and green). Within each cluster, positions are ordered by their

distance from the origin along the 2nd and 3rd eigenvectors (Figure

S7).

(TIF)

Video S1

(MPG)

Video S2

(MPG)
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